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For each permutation of an interval of integers, a mapping is constructed 
with certain properties. Even for the infinite intervals kI or Z, the result is con- 
structive and easily implemented. A second algorithm is given and utilized to 
describe the resulting mapping for permutations of a particularly regular type. 
The question of existence of these mappings arises in proving that certain integral 
conditions imply various smoothness properties. 
This paper presents a construction of a mapping with certain properties 
for each permutation of an interval of integers. Even for the infinite cases, the 
result is constructive and easily implemented. A second algorithm is given and 
utilized to describe the resulting mappings for permutations of a particular 
type. 
Taylor [7] first proved the existence of these mappings for finite intervals 
using the Philip Hall Theorem on Systems of Distinct Representatives. 
A second proof, which did not use the Philip Hall theorem, was given by 
Garsia and Rodemich [2]. One of us found an extension of the result to 
infinite intervals using the Kijnig Infinity Lemma and the Cantor-Bernstein 
theorem. Here we shall present a modification of the argument of Garsia 
and Rodemich which, in contrast to theirs, generalizes directly to the cases of 
infinite intervals. In addition, our proofs shows how to construct the mapping 
from the permutation, so that a recursive permutation has a recursive 
mapping. This was not apparent from the proof using the Kijnig Infinity 
Lemma as is known from [5]. 
ORIGIN AND DESCRIPTION OF THE THEOREM 
To motivate the combinatorial question, the original real analysis problem 
must be considered. In a successful effort to unify the theory of several 
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smoothness results involving integral conditions, Garsia [l-3 ] first reduced a 
very general integral inequality to this form: Iffis a real-valued, measurable 
function on [0, I] and @ is a nondecreasing function on [0, + co), then for 
every&O <S < 1, 
where the integration is understood to be over the subset of [O, I] x [0, I] 
for which 1 x - y / < 6, and f * is the nonincreasing rearrangement off as 
described by Hardy, Littlewood, and Polya [4]. The rearrangement of the 
domain off is done in a measure-preserving way so that for any A, the measure 
of (x: f*(x) > A} is the same as the measure of {x: f(x) > A}. The functionf * 
can be defined by 
f*(x) = inf{h: m{r:f(t) > A) ,< x}. 
Garsia noted that the problem is equivalent to a combinatorial question. 
Consider the integral inequahty (1) for continuousJ: Discretize the integrals 
by considering a uniform partition x,, < x1 < ... < x, of [0, 1] into IZ 
intervals. Let yi = f *(xi). The value yi is an approximation off* on the 
ith interval of the partition. Consider f as a rearrangement off * by noting 
there is some permutation 2 of {l,..., n} such that f(xJ + ysti) . By the 
monotonicity of @, the integral inequality would follow immediately if the 
pairs of values yZci) and yZ~) for which 1 i - j I < nS could be put in one-to- 
one correspondence with the pairs yi and yj for which I i - j 1 < nS in such 
a fashion that the segment between J+(~) and yx(j) contained the segment 
between yi and yi . 
The existence of that correspondence was conjectured by Garsia and later 
proved by Taylor [7]. Taylor’s lemma is the assertion of the Theorem stated 
below when yi = i for i = l,..., n, A4 = [A], and I = {l,..., n}. Continuing 
Garsia’s program Milne [6] has been able to apply Taylor’s lemma to integrals 
in several dimensions. 
We preface the statement of the Theorem with the introduction of some 
notation and geometric perspective. For integers i and j let I[i,jg = {k E Z: 
min(i,j) < k < max(i,j)>. Note that / i -j 1 is one less than the cardinality 
of the set [[i, j& For I any subset of Z, including infinite intervals let 
9 = {[ii& 1 < 1 i -jl and iEIandjEI}. 
For M any positive integer let 
.9~I={[i,j]E~~:Ii-jI GM}. 
Thefollowing geometricrepresentationof @helps inunderstandingTaylor’s 
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lemma and its generalizations. Consider the upper half-plane with half-lines 
of slope plus one and minus one emanating from each integer point on the 
real line. The lattice points of these lines are in obvious correspondence with 
intervals that are elements of 529’ (see Fig. 1). Under the correspondence, 
01 C /I, i.e., cx is a subset of /3, just in case a: is “below” ,8 in the geometric and 
lattice theoretic sense. 
FIGURE 1 
Let Z be any interval of Z, let M be a positive integer less than 1 Z 1, and 
let u be a permutation of I. For each 01 = [i,j] E 9, define CRX = [u(i), u(j)]. 
Further define u-%SMr = {o-la: (Y E 5BM1}, that is 
a-‘Q,’ = {U&j] E 9: 1 u(i) - u(j)1 < M}. 
THEOREM. Let Z be any interval of Z, and let u be any permutation of I. 
There exists a one-to-one correspondence r from gM’ onto u-19Mz such that 
for each 01 E SW’, a! C IT. 
When Z is finite, this is essentially Taylor’s lemma, although stated for u-l. 
Observe that the map which takes each 01 E 9,J to u-lo1 is a one-to-one 
correspondence between B,J and u-9,,., . f This map may not be increasing 
because there may exist an OL which is not below u-‘(a). 
Our proof of the Theorem considers a sequence of approximations of u on 
finite subintervals of I. We shall see how to construct, inductively, maps rrs 
for our approximations us . Finally that construction will have enough 
stability to prove that the maps STY converge to a map r with the desired 
properties. 
Proof of the theorem. For each finite subinterval J of Z define uJ to be that 
permutation of J such that for each i and j in J, g.,(i) < uJ(j) if and only if 
u(i) < u(j). In computing examples, we find it instructive to work with (uJ)-l. 
Now suppose J,, C J1 C J, C ..‘, each J, is a finite subinterval of Z, and 
u,“=, J, = I. Let u, = uJ, , If Z is finite lims+m u,(i) = u(i) for each i E I; 
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but if Z is infinite lims+,, u,(i) may not exist (e.g., u(i) = -i for all i, J, = {0}, 
J zs+l = Jzs ” is + 11, Jzs+z = Jzs+~ u {-(s + 1))). However, for each i 
and j and s for which [i,,j] C J, , 1 a,(i) - u,(j)/ < I a,+l(i) - u~+~(~)I < 
1 u(i) - u(j)\. Moreover, for each i and j, lims+m I u,(i) - u,(j)1 = 
1 u(i) - a(j Indeed if u-l(a) E J,, for all u E [u(i), u(j)], then j u,(i) - us( = 
j u(i) - u(j)1 for all s > s*. Consequently, for any finite set of elements of 
u-GB~‘, for sufficiently large s, these elements are in a;‘@$ . 
Now we turn to the construction of rr. Suppose each J, is a finite subinterval 
of Z, u,“=, J, = Z, and j J,, j = A4 + 1 while 1 Js+l - J, / < 1. The maps 7~~ 
for the permutations a, are defined inductively. For u,, notice that .GB$ = 
u-%@ = gJo and let r,, be the identity on gJo. For J,,, we may assume 
I Js+l - J, j = 1 and, by symmetry, that max(J,) + 1 = b is the only 
element in Js+l - J, . 
To aid in understanding the description of the construction, we shall follow 
through an example of the inductive step. Let Z = 11, IO] and let u be the 
permutation 
i 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
4) 7 8 2 9 3 5 1 10 4 6. 
It is most convenient to consider u-l, that is 
( 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
7 3 5 9 6 10 1 2 4 8 1 
or, more briefly, (7 3 5 9 6 10 1 2 4 8). Let M = 2, s = 6, and Je = [l, 91. 
Our definitions yield (u&l = (7 3 5 9 6 1 2 4 8) and U, = U. We represent 
rr6 in Fig. 2. 
I 2 .3 4 5 6 7 8 9 IO 
7 3 5 9 6 I 2 4 8 
FIGURE 2 
First consider those [u, a] E @$ for which ‘IT$([u, v]) E u;$B$+l. Let 
rr,+l([u, u]) = ‘rr,([u, u]) for each such [u, ~1. Next consider each [u, 01 E 92 
such that ~T,([[u, v]) belongs to a;%$ - u;$B*. Let the interval a,(([~, v]l) 
be denoted by i[i,,j] with i < j. Since [i, jj belongs to u$i3~ - ~;:&+1, 
582+3j2-2 
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we must have / a,(i) - u,(j)1 = M and I a,+,(i) - u,+,(j)1 = M + 1. Thus 
a,+,(b) must belong to U~,s+lCi), ~~+~(j)li - (a,+,(i), os+l(j)), and hence both 
I us+,(i) - us+1 @)I d M and I u,+,(b) - u,+r( j)l < M. Since i < j -c b, 
[i, j] C [ii, b] and we can define 71 s+l([~, a]) = [i, b]. Notice that [u, a] 2 
97,([iu, 01) = Ii, j] C [[i, b] = z-~+,([u, v]) as desired. Thus ?T~+~ has been defined 
on 92 and is one-to-one and increasing on 592 . Continuing our example, 
the changes made in defining rr7 on .9$ are represented in Fig. 3. 
12 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 IO 
' 7 3 5 9 L--L!v i 4 8 
FIGURE 3 
To complete our definition, we need only to define rs+l([i, bJj) for b - M < 
i < b. Let R be the points in us+1 -’ 9ti-1 which are not yet in the range of 7rTTs+l 
and hence are still available. Observe first that if [i, j] E R, then Ii, j] # gJs; 
thus max(i,j) = b. Next observe that R = u&9$+1 - ~,+,9~ so that 
1 R j = J u;$$+l j - 1 T,+~%~ 1 = 1 @$I] - j 95; ] = M. Hence R = 
{[ir, bJJ, [i2, bJ ,..., [iM, b]) for some i, > i, > ... > i, . It follows that 
i, < b - 1, iz < b - 2,. .., and i,, , <b -M. Thus for 1 <k < M, 
[b - k, b] S [ik , b] and we may define 7~,+,[jb - k, bI; = [il, , b]. 
I2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
/ 
7 3 5 9 LdO I 2 4 8 
FIGURE 4 
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The results of the instructions in the preceding paragraph for our example 
are represented in Fig. 4. The appropriate combination of Figs. 24 is given 
in Fig. 5 and represents rr, , which is 7~. 
7 3 5 9 6 IO I 2 4 8 
FIGURE 5 
This completes our description of the construction of ns+l . That T~+~ 
satisfies the conditions of the Theorem for u’s+l on Js+l is clear. Notice that 
if I is finite, then some J, = I so that this completes a proof of the Theorem 
for finite I. For infinite intervals I, we first show that for each a E gM1, 
lim,,, niTs(a) exists. It is then easy to prove that if we define ~~(ol) = 
lims-tm r8(~), 7r satisfies the conditions of the Theorem for cr. 
Let 01 = [u, vl&l E .B,+,I. We will now show that there are only finitely many 
s for which ~~+~(ol) # n,(a). Let s* be sufficiently large that [in, 01 C J,* , and 
consequently ‘rr,(ol) is defined for s > s *. Let i <j be such that ns+(a) = 
Wll. If ~~(4 f n,+I(a) for some s > s*, let s1 be the smallest such s. The 
inductive definition of vs shows the existence of b, such that {b,) = Jsttl - Jsl 
and o(b,) is between u(i) and a(j), thus forcing o,+,(i) and o,.+,(j) to be one 
unit farther apart than u,(i) and us(j). For convenience assume b, > .j. The 
value of 97 ,,+,(Ix) is then defined to be [i, b,]. If there is a larger s such that 
n,(4 f -77 s+l(cl), let s2 be the smallest such s > s1 . There must exist 6, such 
that &I = Js,+l - J8, and a(&) is between u(i) and u(b,). Consequently, 
a@,) is between u(i) and u(j) as was a@,). Continuing in this fashion, a 
sequence b, , b, ,. . . of distinct integers is found such that a(b,) is between u(i) 
and u(j) for n = 1,2,... . Since there are only I u(i) - u(j)/ - 1 numbers 
between o(i) and u(j), 7rs(a) cannot have more than that number of changes 
for s >, s*. Thus ?T(OL) = lim,,, T,(E) exists for each 01 E 9,J. 
The map 7~ just defined does map 9AbI’ into ~-9~‘. That a: C I follows 
at once from the fact that for each s such that 01 C J,s , cx C v,~(oL). Similarly, 
?T is one-to-one since each rs is one-to-one. Finally, we must show that n is 
onto ~l.9~~. Let l[k, I] belong to u-%@~‘, i.e., j u(k) - u(Z)/ < M; and lets* 
be so large that [k, r] C J,+ . Then / a,*(k) - u,*(Z)l < I u(k) ~ a( < M, 
so that [k, II) E u-%?2~. There must be an 01 E 9k such that r,,(a) = [k, (1. 
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For each s 3 s”, I ~,+~(k) - u,+~O)I < I 4) - 401 < ~4 so that ns+d4 = 
r,(a). Thus [k, Q = r,*(a) = limsam n&01) = n(o1) and n is onto o-l9,+,‘. 
This completes the proof. 
ALGORITHMIC CONSIDERATIONS 
The construction of n given in the proof computes 7r in O(n) steps if I 
has cardinality n. If I is infinite and (J is recursive, the construction may be 
used to obtain a recursive n for u since for any OT E 9,, , ~(01) = n,(a) for 
any s such that ~~(a) E u-l9, . In the case I = N, any sequence J, converging 
to I will produce a recursive map. For 1 = Z we need only choose the 
sequence of intervals J, in such a way that if J,+l - J, = {M(s)} then M is 
a recursive function. 
The construction of rr: 9,’ ---f u- %?JMt in the proof depended upon the 
permutation u. In contrast we now consider W as a given subset of 9. We 
shall see that if 9? = u-l9,] for some u then it is easy to construct such a (T. 
We then describe a construction which produces an increasing map 
n: 9,,,’ + 99 whenever such a map exists. Finally we shall see that if 
3! = u-~~J and W is periodic, then there exists an increasing map r which 
is periodic in a sense with the same period. 
In case I = N, if W = u-la,” for some permutation, then u is uniquely 
determined. For every positive integer k, let LI, = (I: [k, Q E 0-?9~“). There 
is exactly one value k, such that J!.,~ has only M elements. It follows that 
u( k,) = 1. There is exactly one value k, such that k, # k, and Lk, has the 
maximal number of elements in common with Lkl . It follows that u(k,) = 2. 
There is exactly one value k, such that k, # k, and k, # k, and Llc, has the 
maximal number of elements in common with Lkz . It follows that u(k,) = 3. 
Continuing in this fashion the permutation from which B arose can be 
recovered. 
The situation is different for the other infinite case. If B? = 0--%3~” for 
some permutation u, then there are infinitely many permutations from which 
it may have arisen. For c any fixed integer consider the permutations 
al(k) = u(k) + c and u,(k) = a(-k) + c for all k E Z. It is easily checked 
that 9 = CJ;%~~ and 93’ = a;% ,Vz. We find that permutation T such that 
T(O) = 0 and T-‘( -1) < ~-l(l) and 9 = -&QMz. There are exactly two 
values kpl and kl for which Lk has the maximal number of elements in 
common with L, . Suppose k-, < kl . Let T(kl) = 1 and T(k_*) = -1. 
Continue to define T(k,), dk&,... as in the case I = N. Also define dk-&... 
in a similar fashion. 
Tf I = { 1, 2,..., n} and A4 < n, and the set 3’ L= u-lg,’ for some permu- 
tation U, there is exactly one other permutation that give rises to 97, namely, 
u’(k) G a(~ + 1 - k) for k E I. There are two integers for which Lk has 
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minimal size. One of these integers is mapped into 1 by u. The rest of the 
values of a(k) are determined as before by looking at the overlaps of the 
various sets L, . 
Now we turn to the problem of constructing a map rr: gMI --f 22 when W 
does not necessarily arise from a permutation. A general algorithm was 
developed by Bean and is presented here with his kind permission. Wik [8] 
has shown the existence of such mappings in certain cases where Z is finite. 
An example derived from Wik’s study and the mapping for it which is 
constructed by Bean’s algorithm are presented in Fig. 6. 
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 IO 
FIGURE 6 
Bean’s algorithm uses linear orderings of gM1 and 92, which we now 
describe. Order the points of gMr by defining fi,jn to be “earlier” than [i’,j’I 
if min(i,j) < min(i’,j’) or both min(i,j) = min(i’,j’) and max(i,j) < 
max(i’,j’). This ordering is lexicographic if each interval [i,j] is thought of 
as an ordered pair (min(i, j), max(i, j)). The elements of W are ordered by 
defining [u, ~1 to be “less” than [u’, ~‘1 if max(u, u) < max(u’, u’) or both 
max(u, v) = max(u’, u’) and min(u, v) < min(u’, v’). Figures 7 and 8 show 
the “earlier than” ordering of g2’ and the “less than” ordering of 9 = o--~~~’ 
for our previous example. 
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 IO 
FIGURE 7 
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I2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 IO 
7 3 5 9 6 IO I2 4 8 
FIGURE 8 
The following observation is the key to proving that the algorithm always 
succeeds. 
EXCHANGE LEMMA. Let W be a subset of gM1. Suppose there exists a 
one-to-one, into,function rr: W + 92 which is increasing; i.e., if CY E gnfI, then 
01 C VT(U). Supposefurther there exist 01 and 01~ in 9,J such that 01 is earlier than 
ct’, ~((u’) i$ less than TT(CX), and 01 is below ~(a’). It follows that CX! is below T(U); 
thus if the values assigned 01 and a’ are exchanged, the new map is increasing. 
If TT is onto, so is the new map. 
Let Y?‘- be a subset of 9J with an earliest element. Let (L&,~~<~~~~ be the 
enumeration of 7Y in which s < t implies CX, earlier than c+ . Suppose r is a 
one-to-one increasing map from ?V into 92. Suppose that for each k E Z 
there exist only finitely many I < k such that [[l, kj E W. Bean’s algorithm, 
which we now describe, constructs an increasing, one-to-one map 73 from ?V 
into 52. 
The map is defined inductively. Let +(a,) be the least element of W above CX~ 
which is not in {+(cQ)}~<, . To see that there is always an interval available 
for 01,) we consider successive modifications of rr. Let 7~,, = rr. If +(ols) = ~~(a) 
for some 01 later than 01~) then r8+r is defined to be rrg except at that 01 and at 
ois where the values are exchanged. Otherwise, T,+~ is to be VT~ except at 01~ 
where r Sal = $01~). In the first case, the Exchange lemma shows that 
nsT1 is an increasing one-to-one map. Thus, rr,(a,) is available for a, when 
fi(~~,) is defined. Note that if rr is onto 9?‘, 7? is also. 
Letting 7Y = gnhbr and applying the main theorem of this paper, we see 
that for any I # Z, any permutation u on I, and any M, this algorithm 
constructs a one-to-one increasing map rr from 9,’ onto u+9,,.,I. We do 
not know a direct proof of this fact. Our demonstration requires the Theorem, 
which gives the existence of a one-to-one, onto, increasing map z-. In fact, 
the hypothesis that W arise from a permutation can be omitted if the existence 
of a map n is known for other reasons. 
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THE PERIODIC CASE 
Finally we consider the case in which I = Z, 9’ = o-~~~ for some 
permutation u, and W is periodic with period p. The periodicity means if 
[u, V] E .% then [u + p, z, + p] and [u - p, v - p] belong to W. Any permu- 
tation (T for which either a(i + p) = g(i) + p for all i or a(i + p) = u(i) - p 
for all i has a graph 94? with period p. The converse can be shown using the 
method of recovering u from W. 
The Theorem shows the existence of a one-to-one, increasing map 
7r: 23MZ -+ 9. Let i3 be the restriction of 7r to 9,$. The map 73 is one-to-one 
and increasing from its domain into 6%. By our discussion of Bean’s 
algorithm, it constructs a one-to-one, increasing map 77 from .9h,N into .G%!. 
Since 9 arises from a permutation, for each i there are at most 2M 
elements [i,,j] E W with j > i. The finitely many elements [i,j] in 9 with 
I < i < p and j > i completely determine 9? since 5X? is periodic. It follows 
that there exists a uniform bound B on [ i - j I for all [i,,j] E W. 
For intervals 01 = I[i,jj and integers t, we define CY + t to be [i + t, j + t]. 
It will be shown that for all sufficiently late values of 01, 7j is a periodic map 
in the sense that if +(01) = ,6, then +(OI +p) = p + p. As a first step, we 
make the following observation. If +(a) = fl, then for some (Y’ earlier than 
or equal to 01 + p, +(a’) = /3 + p. To verify the observation, consider the 
earliest 01 for which it fails and examine why u + p does not take on the 
value p + p. 
This property of 71 is used now to compare the following sets. For iy. E gMN 
and k a positive integer, let S?Jk) be the set of candidates for +(c1 + kp); 
that is 
W,(k) = {/3 E .?Z: 01 + kp is below p and p is not in 
the range of + on elements earlier than E .+ kp}. 
The observation of the preceding paragraph proves that the number of 
elements in .62&k) for a fixed 01 is a nonincreasing function of k for k = 1,2,... . 
Since 5&(l) is finite, there is a number K(a) such that for all k > K(a), 
p E .9&(k) if and only if p + p E .!SJk + 1). It follows that if +(a + kp) = /3 
then +(01 + (k + 1) p) = /3 + p. By the periodicity of W and the regularity 
of the construction, C(OL +p) = 7T(01) +p for all CY such that [O + K([O, l]), 
1 + K([O, l])] is earlier than 01. There is no p’, 0 < p’ < p, for which 
;i(cz + p’) = +(a) + p’ for all sufficiently late 01 since 9? would then have a 
period less than p. 
It has been shown that ii is a one-to-one, increasing map into .9?. Further- 
more, ii is periodic in the desired sense for late elements of aMN. Starting 
from the periodic part, 7j can be modified on the earlier portion of gMN and 
extended to the rest of gM* so that a mapping #: BMZ + 9? is obtained 
which is one-to-one, increasing, and periodic in the desired sense. 
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Our first step in showing QT* is onto is to determine the number of elements 
in a period of 99. For each i let & = ([i,jJ E W: i < j} and ~49~ = {[j, i] E .?I%‘: 
j < i}. Since 9 arises from a permutation, we see that for each i, 1 e u ai 1 = 
/ 5i [ + IL~?~/ = 2M and hence CF., / e 1 + / c?+?~ / = 2Mp. Since 9 is 
periodic with period p, for every /3 E 9 there is a unique integer t such that 
p + tp E U%l6. I n particular, this is true for each /3 E Ur., ~4?~ and shows 
I Ur=, gi 1 = 1 U& fli /. Since the L%?~ are pairwise disjoint and the %i are 
also pairwise disjoint, x:it, 1 Bii 1 = CL, / % /. Finally we conclude 
For each positive integer t, 
j cs~tpl / = A4 * tp - ,f j = M(tp) - (M(M + Q/2) = I ?T*(9$tq 
j=l 
since V* is one-to-one. Furthermore, for each positive integer t, we let 
9Wtpl denote the set of elements in 9 which are above at least one element 
in 9btD1. The set 9Wtpl is the union of the set of intervals in G!? above [I, 21 
with uk::’ .& , Since there are at most B2 intervals in W above [I, 20, 
/ 9Wtpn 1 < B2 + 1 c % ) = B2 + t 1 Ilj & / = B2 + top. 
i=l i=l 
Thus 
< B2 + tMp - (M(tp) - (M(M + 1)/2)) 
< B2 + (M(M + 1))/2. 
To see that r* is onto, suppose not. There would exist a /3 E W - ~*(9,$). 
Since both r* and W are periodic with periodic with period p, fl + tp E 
W - .rr*(ZPMz) for every integer t. In particular, for every s, UEi;t:: *$ 
contains an element of 99 - r*(gMq. This gives I 9Wt~l - rr*(#‘@J)l > t 
for every positive integer t. For any t > B2 + (M(M + I))/2 this inequality 
contradicts the upper bound on I 9W*@l - ~*(5BE@l)l established in the 
preceding paragraph. This proves that r* is onto. 
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